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Victory Carnival Day Comes
To COP On Saturday, May 6
Track Meet, Baseball Game, Dancing,
Swimming Pageant Are Scheduled
„
CTP i v n
By T^T
FLO STRAND

At last the chance has come for "C.O.P.-ites" to "legally" shoot
r,iav hall with teacher, and make hay while the sun shines
—the occasion is a Victory Carnival Day in which the true enthu| siasm and spirit existing on campus will have an opportunity
I

JtXoOege
lonor Society

jgcts Leaders

Thfde^'is just this-on May 6, Saturday, the campus will be
Students Give Souvenir Books transformed
from a place of
To
Be
Released
Ninth Recital
Studio Theatre
Tuesday Night On June 13
Presents
BOND GOAL
Giaconda
bC

pected. The activity goes under the
guise of "Victory Carnival Day" and
the purpose is to sell that special
type of stamp that helps to seal
the fate of our nation.

rv«
.1
«#
OA 1* «%« m •Vi
At the assembly on Thursday,
Tuesday
evening, May
2 the ninth
student recital will be presented May 4th, there will be an important
Those participating are: Betty Dilg, announcement given in regard to
The ultimate goal of the day is
Harriet Gunton, Carolyn Herrick the Senior Souvenir Book, according
La Giaconda," Studio Theatre set at $5,000 and by requiring war
to
Sally
Rinehart,
editor.
Those
Frances Hunt, Marie Rhein, and
students who desire copies of the presentation opened last night in stamps for admission • to most of
Marion Wichert.
souvenir book and who have not as the student-directed production in the concessions .and shows, this
The program is as follows:
the downstairs theatre. "La Gia amount may be successfully ob
Prelude in C Major
Chopin yet signed up for them should pay
conda" was written by the Euro tained.
Prelude in D Flat
Chopin close attention to this annonucepean dramatist, Gabriel D'AnnunThe first event is to be a track
Prelude in G Major
Chopin ment
meet at 2:00 p.m. followed by a
According to Miss Rinehart, about zio.
Miss Rhein, piano
baseball game featuring the faculty
REHEARSALS
Fountain Reverie
Fletcher 500 copies are to be printed unless
Rehearsals this week were rather versus the students from 4:00 to
Legend of the Desert .. . Stoughten there is a large demand for more.
maddening which is not saying 5-30. If you have ever had any
If fifty
or more students ask for
Miss Hunt, Organ
much in the way of unusual hap repressed desires to sneak second
Andantino
Martini-Kreisler copies now, an additional number
tdvlser.
penings around the theatre, for ev base behind the back of your lang
will
be
printed.
If
a
large
number
Nocturn
Borodin
EQCIREMENTS
erything seems to go wrong at the uage instructor or yell "strike three,
Mendelssohn are ordered, a raise in the price of
A maximum of ten new members Scherzo
last moment. Wednesday night was you're out" into the ears of your
Betty Jean Eberhardt—1st Violin the souvenir book will also be nec
t elected to the society each semdress rehearsal and Bruce King history professor — then's the time.
essary to meet the increased ex
Jacqueline Fowler—2nd Violin
ter on the basis of scholarship
didn't have a costume and played CONCESSIONS
pense.
Students
who
want
souvenir
Helen Vanderkooi—Viola
,d extracurricular activities. They
scenes in traditional college cords
From 6:30 until 8:30 the living
books are also urged to contact
Joann Elliott—'Cello
e chosen from the high junior and
with Roger Starr who did have a groups will have an opportunity to
Lela
Ruggeri,
the
business
manager,
Stockton
High
School
String
w senior classes and must have
costume. It was a little confusing outshine each other in an attempt
immediately
Quartette
least a two point accumulative
as we were torn between periods to sell every war stamp available
As far as known at the present
Serenade du Tzigane
»de point average.
and were all the more upset when in California. "Living groups" in
Valdez-Kreisler time, the souvenir book will be off
Hew members, who were introBill Barkhaus wandered in with a clude the barracks, so the booths
C. C. White the press on J une 13th, the ten silver-gray wig and no character
uced at last week's assembly, are Levee Dance
that are displayed ought to be
tative date set for its distribution
Miss Herric"k, Violin
iBses Eva Marie Genuit, Colliver,
make-up. It made us think he was worth seeing. • The stands will be
Jean Williams, Piano
someone out of a "Barkley Square" set up inside the gym and there will
torgia Peterson, Magnuson, and
Tes Yeux
Rene Raby
cast who had stumbled on the be prizes for winners of the differ
larikn Gait, and Harry Morse. AlViolin obligati played by Carolyn
0 chosen 'in absentia' were Calvin
wrong stage.
ent games.
Herrick
No one, however, had needed wor
jidrews, who ranked highest with
DOOR PRIZE
The
Sunbeam
Clokey
ry about how the production would
, 2.66 grade point average and is
With grace and beauty
oui
The Janitor's Boy
Wolf
,ow a midshipman at Columbia
be for' it went surprisingly well. The swimming team will show their
The pleasing design on the front
Gavotte
(from
Manon)
.
.
Massenet
sets are very simple and plain and stuff in a water pageant that takes
Jnlversity, Luther Avery, who is al
of the Stockton Junior College cata
Miss Gunton, Voice
io a midshipman at Plattsburg,
lend themselves well to the play. place at 8:30. As if all this were
logue
received
honorable
mention
Eleanor Bertuleit, Piano
Also the clothes follow the same not enough-at 9:00 o'clock the
tank Ranney, who is stationed at
Bach in the trade journal of the printers simple lines and have no decora
ic United States Naval Hospital in Toccata in D (Minor
doors of the gym will swing wide
on
the
Pacific
coast,
since
the
de
Miss Wichert, organ
akland, and Lawrence Waldron,
(See Victory Carnival, p.
colsign was shown and described in de tions.
Arabesque
in
E
Major
..
Debussy
(See GIACONDA, page 4, col. 4)
ho is at the California Polytech
tail.
The
journal
is
entitled
"The
The Sea
Palmgren
utitute at San Luis Obispo,
Pacific Printer and Publisher." The
Miss Dilg, Piano
iee HONOR SOCIETY, p. 5, coL 1)
cover was designed by George Akimoto, a Japanese student who was
here two years ago. His work was
under the supervision of Miss Char
Soldiers at the convalescent hos
lotte Spalteholtz. The design was
pital at Stockton Field will be en
The S.C.A. and P.S.A. will join first printed in orange and black, tertained by the College of the Pa
hands tonight in presenting an im the school's colors, and, to quote the cific Speech Department next Mon
The English courses to be offered
portant and gala evening of enter trade journal, was later printed as day afternoon when four local dele this summer, both at the two sum
tainment, to be given upstairs in follows: "First on the style sheet is gates present a discussion forum mer sessions and the regular sum
thirty new members will be in- the S.C.A. The main part of the the cover of a school catalogue
mer semester, for senior college stu
ated into Alpha Gamma Sigma, evening will be taken up with danc printed on light blue and very dark for their benefit.
The subject to be discussed is, dents were announced by Dr. Claire
Dior College honorary society, at ing, and there will be a sing, music blue on white stock, with reverse
'What Part Should the Federal Olson, head of that department.
ceremony to be held next Wed- and songs by Phyliss DuVal, and effects. It is an attractive and like
At the first summer session, Miss
Government Play in Postwar Reha
«lay evening in the S.C.A. build- also a brief speech by Robert E wise economical design. The name
bilitation?" This subject was cho Pierce will teach two courses: Lit
Burns, assistant to President of the college is in reverse, the ef- sen because of its obvious interest erature of the West and Modern
W these new members, Mary
(See SJC CATALOGUE, p. 5, col. 5)
(See FROLIC, page 5, cql. 2)
to the particular group that is to be American Drama. The first-named
rginia Pond takes top honors
addressed. The formal discussion course will deal with literature writ
lh an even three point. Require(See Student Debaters, p. 5, col. 3) ten here in the West and will in
Dts for membership are enrollclude the works of Mark Twain and
Dt in junior college with "at least
Bret Harte among others. The oth
dve units of academic work and
er course will deal with modern
••3 grade point average exclusive
drama of not earlier than twenty
Physical education.
Despite wartime depletions of
years ago.
Itudents elected to membership staff and general facilities, the Pa
At the second summer session, Dr.
the society, who were introduced cific Weekly has received a firstWednesday evening, April 19th (See English Courses, page 5, cel. 5)
(Continued from Last Week)
Isst week's assembly, are Misses class honor rating from the AilDr. Hopkins' acceptance of the the California Student Teachers'
* NEW MEMBERS, p. 5, col. 1) American Newspaper Critical Serv
position at Bangor, which he has Association had as its guest speak
ice of the National Scholastic Press been considering since last June, is er Andrew P. Hill, Superintendent
Association, it was revealed recent primarily the result of his special of the Stockton Schools.
Final arrangements for the
ly in a letter received by Miss Lucy ization in training, as he explained
Mr. Hill gave an informal talk
15th Annual Band Frolic are
Harding, Weekly editor.
when interviewed. Although he on the importance of teachers as a
being completed. This years
According to the grades used, a stated that "in the long run one part of the present war effort. He
Frolic will be Thursday even
first-class
rating is considered ex doesn't do any better work in one stressed the fact that teachers could
ing, May 11, at 8 p.m. It will
cellent. The standards on which the place than in another," Dr. Hop contribute more by staying in the
consist first,
of a half hour
papers
are
judged
are
high
and
the
classroom
rather
than
going
into
Rigoletto," which was to
kins feels that he can do his best
band concert under the direc
competition among those entered is work in an institution such as wy work or the armed forces. Wes
tave been given at the Stocktion of Professor Robert B.
l°n High School Auditorium
keen, the letter from the association
ley G. Young introduced Mr. Hill
See HOPKINS, page 4, col. 1)
Gordon, and then of "acts'
on Sunday afternoon, April
Also presented on the evening's
director also stated.
staged by the Navy barracks,
The rating was for the spring of
program was a playlet under the
^''d, was postponed due to
sororities, fraternity and liv
1943, when Bob Conaway was editor.
direction of lone Angwin and a trio
- illness of one of the prining groups on campus. There
c'Pal singers. The opera is to
Conaway, who was also Weekly edi
that sang several songs. Anita Per
will probably be seven "acts"
l''' given on May 7th, also a
tor during his junior year at Pacific
ry gave a report of the C.S.TA con
It is important for all the
of
ten minutes each.
as
well
as
last
Spring,
is
now
an
en
vention
in
San
Francisco,
which
she
Sunday afternoon perform
Junior College students to
An admission fee of sixtyance.
sign in the Navy and is on duty in
attended as a representative of C.
know that today is the dead
two cents will be charged. The
the South Pacific. He took his na
Arturo Casiglia, the directO.P.
line for petitioning for gradu
proceeds from this event go
r of the Pacific Opera Comval training at Columbia University.
Before adjourning the meeting
ation. These students include
into the band fund with which
any, attempted to procure a
The Associated Collegiate Press
refreshments were served. Elvera
those who completed require
music, instruments, etc. are
,]bstltute artist in order to
of the National Scholastic Press As
Giorgi, president, presided over the
ments last November, In Feb
live the performance, but
bought.
sociation, which judges the papers,
meeting, and Eleanor Williams was
ruary, and this coming June.
lone was available.
is located at the University of Min
in charge of the program.
nesota School of Journalism.

june Colliver was re
jjiss Ava
elected president of the All»oy Honor Society at the first
gUege
the gr°UP SinCC "* el6C"
,lng
. 0f new members.
" was among the ten new stuinvited to membership in the
D"
tv this semester. Other officers
to serve for 1944-1945 were
Phyllis Magnuson, vlce-presi* and Miss Lena Bacegalupi,
" chall M r . J . Russell Bodley will
'place Dr. Roy C. McCall as facul-

SJ.C. Catalogue
Receives Mention

Student Debaters
Entertain Soldiers

hirty New Members S.C.A., P.S.A. Frolic
To Be Held Toni+e
fill Be Initiated
•to Honor Society

Dr. Olson Announces
English Courses for
Next Semester

Weekly Rates More About Hopkins
Hill Speaks at
Leaving Pacific
First Class
For Bangor Seminar CSTA Meeting

Band Frolic

Rigoletto Will

Be Held May

Seventh

Petitions
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SERVICE PAGE
Former Students Are
Marine Lieutenants
Two more former College of the
Pacifid students have recently been
commissioned officers in the United
States Marine Corps, it was re
vealed this week in special letter
from the Public Relations Section
of the War Department.

By JOE WILLIAMSON
Ed Swillo tells us what the sym
bol V-12 means: "Victory In twelve
years or we fight." And, with that
we commence today's Navy column.
ENSIGN CERTIFICATES
And that reminds us of this En
sign certificate business, which ap
pears under the department of
strictly scuttlebutt. Lagorio and
Preszler gave the' boys a scare last
week with the announcement that
a certain percentage of each gradu
ating class at Columbia, starting
with the next class, are likely to re
ceive certificates stating that the
bearer has completed Midshipman
school and is entitled to a commis
sion, one of these days—in case he's
needed. Meanwhile, he's a seaman
2/c. Oh, well, there are plenty of
hazardous bridges to cross before
we get that far.

Semper Fidelis
By DON WESTOVEfc
The expression "all js
•wefiechoing back to the campus
the members of the first e
leave, for officers training,
vember. In a letter to Carl L\
Ray Ahlstrom told of Ogdahl, (^,
man, Dinubilo, and Gianelli
ing their commissions. He also
tioned that Johnny Podesto, J
scheduled for a minor operatic,
his leg, will either be put intt
candidate platoon or be gjve,
medical discharge upon the cdmj
tion of the operation. Ahlstm
who is to be commissioned Wedt,
day, states that the toughest ^
of the mental grind is map-rejj^

The boys, both members of Rho
Lambda Phi fraternity, are Second
Lieutenant John Dinubilo Jr., a for
mer economics major and member
of the local tennis, baseball, and
football teams, and Second Lieuten
ant Robert R. Grahlman, who ma
jored in mathematics and science.
Both officers received their gold
bars at Quantico, Virginia, and are
now undergoing further advanced
training there.

Another COP Miss
Joins the Waves

One more of Pacific's co-eds will
be added to the ranks of America's
uniformed women when Miss Jane
BLUEJACKET APPROVAL
Skinner goes into active service
The P.S.A. Friday night dances,
with the WAVES next June.
inaugurated last Friday, are a suc
Jane, a member of Epsilon Lamda
cess. That is the unanimous opin
Sigma and active participator in all
ion of the Navy—judging from last
week's affair. We made a survey on music activities, was sworn into the
the general opinion concerning WAVES on March 31 in San Franc
them. Here are some of the com- isco by Captain T. Arnold of the
m e n t s : Ray "Bear" Jackson, United States Navy. This was part
"good"; Bob Chamness, "I like very icularly an honor because Captain
very much, we ought to have more Arnold has sworn in only four other
with more space"; John Cuddeback, WAVES since the inauguration of
"Darn good, a bit crowded"; Bill the auxiliary program.
Founder,
went and had a good MUSIC MAJOR
A music major, Jane had planned
time"; Cousin Cosy, "Oh, good, did
they have one?"; Charley Grind, "I to go into public school music teach
ing after her graduation this June,
danced all night with the P-38."
but later decided that the war was
more important. She first became
BAD LUCK CHARM
In case any of you ever feel that interested in the WAVES through a
the fates are united against you, personal friend who is serving in
there's a perfect five minute cure that branch of the service. Jane ex
for your blues up in Room 130, bldg. plained, however, that her final de
A, that can make your worst breaks cision to enlist came after her ac
seem trivial. That cure is Herb quaintance with Miss Dorthy Nu"Fotis" Witt. During his first two nan, Stockton recruiting officer,
terms here, "Fotis" had enough bad whose charming and persuasive
luck to commit an ordinary person personality could not be resisted.
Jane, a native .of Oakland, trans- \
to an institution. Everyone in the
old 5th Platoon would be raising ferred to the College of the Pacific
chaos in general during chow for in the fall of 1942, after attending
mation and "Fotis" would be Pomoma College for two years. Dur
nabbed for a month at the end of ing her years on the local campus,
chow line, while his mates went Jane has been active in student
free. Section six would be in the affairs and a leader in her sorority.
heat of one of their famous water She has sung in the A Capella Choir
battles and Chief Stone would ap for two years, has been a member
pear on the scene during a lull in of the Executive Committee for two
the battle and catch Witt, all alone, semesters, served as A. W. S. secre
placing a bucket over Krasnow's tary for a year, and president of
door. Allen would throw a clothes Epsilon Lambda Sigma for a year.
hanger at Dosset and it would hit TO PLAY CONCERTO
Witt in the eye, putting it out of
Recently Jane was honored by
commission for a couple of weeks. being requested to play a piano con
That's the way it was for eight certo with the orchestra for com
months. We don't see much of the mencement exercises next June.
lad this term, but he tells us that Her selection will be Sains-Saents'
his luck has taken a turn for the "Fourth Piano Concerto." She has
(See NAVY, page 6, col. 1)
(See WAVES, page 3, col. 2)

fyosuneA.

It seems that Washington, p
is the potential haven during ljbe5
hours while attending Quantico!

PcuUficit&i

Sgt. Bob Conard is now stationed
at Gulfport Field, Mississippi, in a
rescue boat company. His boat is of
the same type as those put out by
Steven's Brothers. Bob related that
the South is somewhat different
from our part of the country, but
that he is having a very interesting
experience.

Dick Renwick, former music ma
jor, is now in the Navy and serving
overseas with a New York Post Of
fice address. Assigned to recreation
duties, Dick recently got over-am
bitious with his.horn in helping to
organize a dance band and wrecked
his lip—Wounded in action!
(See PACIFICITES, page 4, col. 5)

The Clements Buckaroos spg
sored by the Marine Corp League
staging a stampede and horse skn
Sunday for all, who are willing;
forfeit a dollar admission fee. Kg
ten-thirty in the morning to foi
thirty that night exhibitions ij
reign in bareback riding, bull ni
ing, bull-dodging, bronc-busting, as
a horse show. The gate prize is::
be a hundred dollar War Bond!
Norm West, Jack Taylor, and lie
others who volunteered to partk.
pate are now subject to the rode
as spectators. Their limited insi
ance didn't cover the Injuries tk
might be sustained in such event

ti

Eye
Friedberger's
Jewelry for the
Man and
Jane Skinner, prominent campus co-ed, musician, and past president
of Epsilon sorority is pictured above being sworn into the WAVES by
Captain Arnold while Dad looks on. Jane will take up active duty as
soon as she graduates in June.
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am

collect!
the In
lalzji)
raic
It seems that the boys of roc: javeb
four, barracks, "C." have note! Jri)
the "moon" arising over the tin dutirg
horizon lately. In fact as we looks McCaf
towards Sorority Circle the otto Mono
night he couldn't be seen. (It's r.
the ca
mored that the moon's off campus flrim
but wer
'e expecting to see a
Irom I
moon Saturday night!
base t:
The Plaza Raiders elected M OTvee
Samis as their "commandant attk sbycl
last meeting, a week ago Fridi: a doul
(See Semper Fidelis, page 4, col!
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Kalajian Tames Big
Leaguers for Five
Frames-Not Enough

u

SPORTS LOG
By JACK SULLIVAN

al Athletic Department's loss should turn out to be the fleet
The e
^ Chief Cliff King departed for the Alameda Naval Air
slavys
an points west last Friday. King, who happens to be one
gjation « ^ who excei in practically all sports, has aided in the physofth09e
for all cf the V-12 students. (Ed. Note—V-12 student—one
jesl «ral
boot). Chief King has been in the Navy since September
tH 1°
(\ep
o
and has been stationed at C.O.P. since June 1, 1943. Prior to

Pacific Mermen
Face Cal Here
By PINKY LANZIT

Jengal Runners Have
Two Encounters On
Schedule This Week

Pacific's up and coming baseball
team were well on their way to a
major upset last Saturday, outhitting opponents, 11-10, but falling be
hind in the latter innings as McClellan Field from Sacramento came
through with a 9A win. The Tigers
forged ahead in the fourth as sing
les by West, O'Keefe, Cerny and
Boland totaled up to three runs,
while Palmer Kalajian was holding
the all-stars to exactly no hits and
two unearned runs. McClellan col
lected enough for victory in the
fifth, 3 runs on two hits and two

Two meets are on schedule for
the Pacific track men during this
coming week. The first one is with
Modesto tomorrow at 2:00 p.m
there. The other, an invitational
meet, is to take place next Tuesday walks.
at Vernales Navy Base.
The Soldiers added four clinch
Tomorrow's event will be the sec ers in the sixth off of John McCall
football and swimming.
> ,'ing the intervening years till he joined the Navy, King was in
ond encounter with Modesto J. C. on five hits. The Tigers came back
Although this meet was only a The last one was held here four
'- .'aching business, plying his trade at three high schools before setwith their final tally in the eighth
lh< ''° a
practice meet, several of our men weeks ago, and the Tigers took the
d own at Colerine hig"h school in Minnesota for ten years. He left
on two walks followed by Kalajian s
lir
' ~ chool with the most impressive record in the state in football and broke their best times for the cur meet easily. Coach Jackson expects
single.
«"'
0f which leaves this corner with the notion that Athletic rent season. In the 100-yard breast more neighboring service men to
Last Tuesday, C.O.P. gained sweet
stroke, Stan Wright went on to compete in the meet tomorrow. All
"8C alist King was and still is quite an athlete.
revenge as they gave the Lodi All
from sports, King has an 18-year-old daughter and a 14-year- swim another hundred because the round Modesto athlete. John Schaf Stars an 8-2 shellacking in a re
1 bov living with their mother back in Columbia, South Carolina, just conventional distance for the col fer, who won three events in the turn game. The All Stars had
°' ting for "Pop" to come home again. Oh yes! When asked about his lege breast stroke race is 200 yards. last meet with the Jayseemen, will eked out a 2-1 win in the initial en
"e'as concerning sea duty, Mr. King snapped back with an "I'm all for His time for the first hundred was be Pacific's biggest worry. Next counter.
1:10.2 and at the end of the second week's invitational meet will include
'/we've all got to go sooner or later."
Fred Klemenoc led Bengal hitters
hundred the stop watch read 2:38.5. Modesto Junior College. C.O.P.,
getting three for three.
*
*
•
Jim Turner, the red-headed Fresno State, neighboring service
The Tigers play a split double
Vfter all said and done the Pacific nine made a pretty fair showing monster from Barracks B bettered
men .valley high schools, and men header tomorrow facing University
in their debut against big time competition last Saturday, losing out to his time in the 100 yard free style
from the Vernales Navy Base.
of California at 1:30 and then trekMcClellan Field, 9-4. The score doesn't tell the story of that ball game by swimming it in 1:01.3. Turnei
The meet is going to begin at 4:00 ing to Mare Island for an 8:00 game
though, as the Soldiers were outhit 11-10, and managed only two hits also swam the 50 yard free style p.m., which will necessitate the Pa
with the Sailors. The next home
off of diminutive Palmer Kalajian in the five innings he toiled.
which was clocked at :26.6. . .
cific team's leaving early in the af game is against Pleasanton Army
in the meantime Norm West and Rich O'Keefe were gathering five
Melvin Oscar Larson, our top back ternoon. This will cut the team
Air Base here May 13.
hits between them to lead the Tigers in what almost turned out to be stroke man since Monday
(Jim somewhat, as Navy and Marine stu
an upset. These Tigers are coming up fast and intend to upset a few Sandman, previous top man, is in dents will not be able to cut classes
the clutches of his local draft that afternoon in order to attend.
apple carts before this season comes to an end.
board") did his best time for the sea
•
*
*
son. He churned up the water for
CLUB HOUSE CHATTER
a one-fourteen flat in the 100 yard
Big Norm West is causing a lot of trouble at the bat these days,
back stroke. . . . C.O.P.'s medley
College of the Pacific added one
collecting 11 singles in 17 times at bat for a .647 average. Right on down team, consisting of Larson, Grant
more number to its roster of form
the line, Frank Donohoe is belting the apple at a .400 clip, while P. K. and Schwantes won its event as did
er students now in the armed forc
Kalajian has a .375 average, and Rich O'Keefe, .315—Big Frank Dom- the 200-yard relay team of Twee
es when* Sylvan Wilson withdrew
The
College
of
the
Pacific
track
enichini really came through last Saturday at California throwing the dale, Lenz, Schwantes, and Wright
from school today to go into active
team
bowed
to
the
California
Bears
javelin 181 feet and nine inches. Not bad for a beginner—Sailor Ray
win.
service in the Army Air Corps.
last
Saturday
at
Berkeley
to
the
Jackson is causing A. A. Stagg to come through with a lot of smiles
Sylvan, a sophomore student and
tune of 90-40.
during these spring practice days as the big boy looks like another Art MEET TOMORROW
member of Lambda Nu Phi fra
CAL
TAKES
THREE
EVENTS
McCaffray—What has happened to Charlie Davis' big boxing deal? That
ternity, has been a member of the
Although competition is hard to
California came through with
winded like a plenty hot idea for awhile—Guys and gals restricted to
find in these times, Chris Kjeldsen sweeps in three events—the 880, the Enlisted Reserve Corps since last
the campus over the week-end will have a chance to see some first-class
has managed to have the University shot put, and the discus throw November 13, when he was sworn
swimming competition as C.O.P. plays host to these troublesome Bears
of California's swimming team to which accounted for eighteen points in at Chico Basic Training Flying
from Berkeley—Frank Donohoe seems to be way out in front in the extra
meet wtih the C.O.P. team tomor of their margin.
The Bengals Field.
base blow department, having come through with three doubles to date.
row, at 2:30 here at the college pool. turned in some neat individual per FOOTBALL MANAGER
O'Keefe and Frank Cemy joined the department, joined that memberDuring his year at Stockton Jun
Maybe if the team has a little moral formances and nabbed firsts in the
shy club against Lodi Tuesday, the former hitting a triple and the latter
support in the grandstands tomor 100-yard dash, the javelin throw ior College he has been a football
i double.
row, it will do better than it did and the two mile, and tied for first manager and sergeant-at-arms of
his fraternity. Although his major
against Cal two weeks ago.
in the high jump.
is physical education, Sylvan has
Jed Garthwaite, the Cal football
been taking mostly preparatory
er, was the only double winner of
courses for aviation. He does, how
(Continued from page 2)
the day, coming down in front in
ever, plan to continue his study of
By FLO STRAND
also gained recognition for her own
both hurdle races.
physical education after the war.
In several events, men competing
composition, "Where Would I Be?"
The feminine "sport-light" is on,
Since Sylvan has not received his
unattached
actually
won
or
placed
which has become popular on the
md into the limelight comes the
(See Wilson Leaves, page 5, col. 4)
See CAT/-BENGALS, p. 4, col. 2)
local campus.
nany activities which have been
On
leaving
here
Jane
will
go
to
taking up the free hours of the
The Bengal tennis team came
Hunter College in New York City through with flying
'out-of-door minded" co-eds.
colors against

' " ttended his indoctrination and gunnery school at Norfolk, Virthat ;'U' j
n was attached to a Receiving Unit at San Diego.
fiD'a.an who Is 40 years of age, is quite an athlete himself, attending
hl"S Tech and Notre Dame from 1923-27, graduating from the latter
Bachelor of Science and P. E. degree. While at the former school,
*"h 'id a half years, he received nine varsity awards in baseball, bas-

last Tuesday at 4:30 in the col
lege pool, C.O.P.'s amphibious force
clashed with a strong but inferior
force from Jx>di High School. And,
the result, needless to say, was very
much in Pacific's favor. The C.O.P.
team ended up with 43 points as
compared with Lodi's 14 points.

Cal Speedsters
Trounce Bengals

Eyeing the Green

Waves

1NE, TWO, CATCH

for six weeks basic training and will

Tigers Sweep
Tennis Meet

San Francisco State last Saturday,
then be sent to another school for taking all of six singles matches
two months specialized training. and sweeping both of the doubles
matches. George Druliner, who is
She hopes to be assigned to duty as
quite famous for his tennis antics
a chaplain's assistant in charge of down in Southern California led the
choir activities.
way with a 6-2, 6-1, win over Harry

Regardless of the uncertainty of
!he "cumbuli imbus and alto strat
us" clouds, Softball is underway and
Jn Monday and Thursday at 4:30
1 fairly large sized group of girls
little, intramural fashion, for the
r'ght to say their house or group
among the girls, they are sent to
in on top.
various matches nearby. Tomor
r»P GALS
row Peg Blumenthal and Nona
The badminton competition has Dedmon travel to Sacramento to
growing for about four weeks partake in the classic matches.
that now a list of a few of those
*ho are stars in this activity is easy
,0 formulate. There is no existing
'adder, but at present these girls
been high scorers: Jane LashBetty Ferrari, Beatrice Berland• Dorothy Enright, Shirley Gillen,
') Reef, Marie Arbios, and Jeante Morrison.
M

Do the tennis courts there is
"ado" with the coming of
mmer and the brushing up of old
' Ca-gey tactics in one of the old"Ports in American history. Frekntly seen smashing a "netter"
Uch

Coleman.
With this win behind them, C.O.P.
forges ahead in the win column as
this is their second win against but
one loss.

MERMAID SHORTAGE

Singles:

True—there is a shortage of bath
ing caps and bobby pins and I will
also grant you that straight hair is
none too becoming but even though
the struggle against the elements
is powerful—the sport should win
out. Swim practice for the girls'
team has been dropped until enough
come out on Mondays, Wednesdays,
and Fridays to prove its worth. If
you girls who are fairly good in the
sport and wish to get some helpful
practice and pointers begin fre
quenting the pool during practice
period, we can prove that a femin
ine team of swimmers is possible on
this campus—as it has been in the

George Druliner (COP) defeated
Harry Coleman (SF), 6-2, 6-1; Beisser (COP) defeated Turneaux (SF),
6-8, 6-2, 6-3; Seymour (COP) defeat
ed McFarland (SF), 6-4, 4-6. 6-3;
Teeple (COP) defeated Johns (SF)
9-7, 6-2; Koerner (COP) defeated
Campbell (SF) 12-10, 6-8, 8-6; and
Peterson (COP) defeated Gelles

Marion Smith, Peggy BlumenCarolyn Lease, Jane Kuechler,
Vi Margaret Shepherd.
Although
ra is no tournament competition past.
e

141 •

Wilson Leaves
For Air Corps

(SF) 6-4, 6-3.
Doubles:
Druliner-Seymour (COP) defeat
ed Coleman-McFarland (SF) 6-2,
6-1; and Beisser-Teeple (COP) de
feated Turneaux-Gelles (SF) 6-1,
6-2.

I'P^ee'REE
5E
'WHO ESTABLISHED
HIMSELF AS ONE OF|

BASEBALL'S TOP
SHORTSTOPS IN HIS
i
3 SEASONS WITH
BROOKLYN{

, RSBSE IS IN THE
NAW HELPING TO
STOP THE MS
. SHORT ANO YOU
CAN STOP THEN!
eveN SHORTER.
\BY SWING
\WAR

sM
TT*'
KS. frond
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Cal-Bengals

Bangor Seminary because he has
specialized in their courses, and as
there are few such positions open
he feels that it is a fortunate oppor
tunity.
Dr. Hopkins also expressed a de
sire to do more historical writing,
and he feels that hie new position
will give him greater opportunity
His first work along this line will
be to write a sequel to his first book,
in which he will bring the develop
ment of Christianity and the social
gospel up to the present time.

(Continued from page S)
but their achievements weren't
counted in the scoring of the dual
meet. C/Sp Schindler, of Pacific's
V-12 unit, was one of those com
petitors. He cleared six feet in the
high jump.

Sax Returns

Victory Carnival
(Continued from page 1)
MOVES SWIFTLY
The play moves swiftly along and
has a good tempo with no notice
able slow spots. There is one par
ticularly excellent scene between
Barbara Baxley and Dorothy Persell which holds the attention un
waveringly.
Miss Baxley as Silvia Setalla
turns in a good performance of an
immensely difficult role and wears
the costumes gracefully. However,
it's impossible to understand why
her husband, Lucio Setalla, would
ever fall in love with another wo
man when his wife is so outstand
ingly beautiful.
Letafrances Darwin who plays La
Giaconda never shows her face to
the audience literally. It is hidden
through the entire performance by
a heavy black veil.
Bruce King and Bill Barkhaus
turn in good performances too. And
the rest of the cast do well includ
ing Shirley Stout and Nancy Stowe.

most elementary ethical issues, both
individual and social. Both MacMillan and Scribner Publishing
companies have .requested that he
write a book on ethics from his own
outline of the course, and Dr. Hop
kins said that this may be one of
the first books that he will work on.
In voicing his regrets in leaving
TEACH CHURCH HISTORY
the local campus Dr. Hopkins said
At Bangor all Dr. Hopkins' class
that he would "never expect to have
es will in general be centered about
more congenial colleagues to work
church history. They will include
with or more pleasant circum
a general course tracing the devel stances," and regretted leaving the
opment of Christianity from the end
many friends that he has made in
of the New Testament to modern
Stockton.
times, a course on the Reformation,
Barbara Baxley, well-known
CHURCH ACTIVITIES
which will be centered mainly about
During his stay in Stockton Dr. Little Theatre Star for the past
the Lutheran and Calvinistic move Hopkins has also been active in four years, returns to the Studio
ments, a course on Christianity in the activities of the Congregational Theatre to play the lead in
Europe since the Reformation, one Church. There he has been sponsor D'Annunzio's "La Giaconda
on Religion in America, and one on ing young peoples' groups for two this evening.
LAST NIGHT
Missions. He may also teach a sixth years, was a member of the Relig
The production was a most diffi
ceurse on the survey of the social ious Education Committee for one
cult one to undertake, both the cast
sciences or American History.
year, has been chairman of the So
and its director, .Jan Wiman, are to
Bangor Theological Seminary, cial Service Committee, is a mem
be congratulated. It is a credit to
which is the second oldest theologi ber of the Board of Trustees at the
the studio theatre and the college.
(Continued from page 2)
cal school in the United States, is present time, and has sung in the
Tonight will see the last perform
a Congregationalist Church School, church choir for five years.
night. After successfully taking ance. Tickets can be purchased in
similar to the Pacific School of Re
He has also done some preach over the command he brought back the Little Theatre box office or
ligion in Berkeley. It is small, hav ing, substituting for Dr. Noel Breed his unit with a comparatively few downstairs in the Studio Theatre to
ing only seven full-time faculty of the First Congregational Church casualties after the battle of Bour night.
members, but has its own campus while he was away last summer.
bon Strait.
of about nine acres/ located within
Dick Stevens and Mark Lees are
Among his other activities Dr.
the city of Bangor, Maine.
Hopkins is also a member of the a couple of the unfortunate mem
GRADUATE SCHOOL
National Council on Religion in bers to become involved by Cupids
The Seminary is actually a three- Higher Education, to which he was Arrows this spring.
(Continued from page 1)
year graduate school, but a junior elected in 1935 while he was doing
Mechanical Man, Stevens, the and students will dance to the mu
colToge is also maintained for lower graduate work at Yale. This soci
well-known operator on campus, has sic of the Stockton Field Band,
division students. Many of the stu ety meets once a year to confer on finally met his match in a certain
dents attending the theological religion and teaching and tends to gal named Louise. Their first meet with a $25. War Bond door prize
school, are men who have never bring together more effective reli ing was at Anderson Hall in wnich as final inducement for any possible
dubious individuals.
been to college, but who are accept gious life of the colleges.
Stevens was carried over the floor
RALLY FRIDAY
Dr.
Hopkins
is
a
graduate
of
Reded because they are mature enough
to the melodies of the Donkey Sere
As a starter for the day of frolic
to understand the work, JDr. Hop lands University, went one semes nade.
—there will be a Rally Friday night.
ter to the University of California
kins stated.
M. Lees flirtation is, as yet, a mys May 5, which is just another way
Because there have been no ex at Los Angeles, and did six years
cessive demands made by the war, of graduate work at Yale, where he tery. Evenings after the last for of making doubly sure that the en
Bangor is still on a two-semester received his Bachelor of Divinity mation is held he is seen tearing tire student body will be "in the
basis, so that Dr. Hopkins will not in 1934 and his Doctorate in 1937. away in the direction of the infirm mood" for the day filled with en
tertainment and activity that Sat
take up his teaching duties there It was while he was at Yale that ary.

Semper Fidelis

Giaconda

until September.
SPECIAL WORK
During his years on the local
campus Dr. Hopkins has also served
on the Administrative, Instruction,
and Library committees for the
Junior College.
One of Dr. Hopkins' special
courses in the Junior College has
been "Contemporary American Eth
ics," which is designed to open the
minds of immature students to the

Dr. Hopkins did his research on his
Barracks "C" has changed into a urday, May 6, proves to be.
book.
combined dog-pound and maternity
Along with Dr. Hopkins, his wife, ward with Doctor Bob Muenter in
whom he married in 1941 shortly charge. His first patient, a mongol
after coming to the College of the called "Grinner," appeared two
Pacific, has also been active in weeks ago and was immediately put
campus affairs. From 1942 to 1943 under his care. With "Grinner" ex
she was reference librarian in the pecting to become a mother shortly,
local library. Mrs. Hopkins has also Bob has surrendered the barracks
aided her husband in the sponsor to the horde of her friends that now
ship and entertaining of various reside on the familiar chairs and
student organizations.
sofas.

Pacificites
(Continued from page u,
Lt. Kenneth Graue, (j.g ^
former Speech Major and r
Phi is stationed a t San Die/"
60 w
his platoon of men awaitiiy,
for "over there."
Mel Lawson, former
sprinter, dramatic star, and
who graduated in 1928, is a ju
ant in the Navy and is instrvat St. Mary's Preflight. Bef0(^
left for the service, Mel was
cipal of the Sacramento
School.
Stan Vaughn, former Archit,
been reported as a prisoner
German Hospital located some»^
in France.

Also together in a German pt!i;
camp are Bob Adamina, p|w^
and Glenn Shaljan. According •
recent letter, they are apparfc.
safe and well treated and were p..
ing football together in their prjcamp. Sheljan's parents repeive«
ters from him regularly.
Pfc. Norman Clayton is now.,
tioned at Camp Barkeley, Texas
the Medical Co"rps, where he he
train men to give emergency nit
cal treatment to men injured at |i
front. He has applied for transft
to a front line medical outfit,
as yet his application has not bee
accepted.
Staff-Sgt. Carl Zumstein, who
recently married, is now an Asa
ant Flight Chief at Pinelian A:
Air Base, St. Petersburg, Flo:;:
He is supervising about thirty m
in a fighter
pilot training out
Carl was' formerly a cook at Sunt,
vale.
Pvt. Vernon Ghiorzo is now in s
anti-tank company at Fort Leona-.
Wood. Missouri. He had been i
tending the University of Indiauntil the cancellation of the AST
program.

Have a Coca-Cola = Skal

(HERE'S TO YOU)

iiii!

•, \ ' I.)

AS SEEN IN
HAREcH'S BAZAAR

Our beau-catching bow-bfouse will take top

in Iceland or Idaho
Have a "Coke" is the American fighting
man's way of saying
Here's to you in every clime. It's the high-sign of friendliness. That's
why Coca-Cola always belongs in your icebox at home. From the
equator to the poles, Coca-Cola stands for the pause that refreshes,—
has become the global symbol of those who wish well to
fellow men.
ROTUID UNDER AUTHORITY Of THR COCA-COLA COMPANY »Y

Coca-Cola Bottling Co., LtcL, Stockton

honors come Spring! A real tailored beauty
for that smart suit. It's a fit-right

blouse in

fine rayon crepe that washes beautifully in
Lux, New lush spring colors. Sizes 32-38.
It'« natural for popular namea
to acquire friendly abbrevia
tion.. That", why you hat
CoooCoU called "Coke".

Katten and Marengo

H

Hono1" Society
^bers of the society who
l°,he,rec,ed last fall are Mrs. Ethel
,1 who took top honors with
Cumulative three point, Misses
l*«]upi Batbara Baxley, and
Te#Jane Pyland and Charles

a

T1' MK

Tnd Jr-

iofficers for the past year were
Elvira Giorgi, president, Miss
T* ^th Hunt, vice president, and
^ Vera Rodoni, marshall.

Lambda Nu Phi
Holds Rushing
lambda Nu Phi. the only existing
..ernity at the College of Pacific
have rushing beginning Sun
'

April

30th.

Rushing will open with a picnic

'

Louis Park 'complete with hot
potato chips, and all the trimo^s Thirty-five invitations have
,n scnt out to prospective mem-

"goh Noraan is in charge of the
hing, assisted by Dave Stanford.

slew Members
(Continued from page 1)
oyce Atwood, Norma Browe, Shirry Chapper, Audrey Clottu, Letarances Darwin, Shirley Dugas, No, Garrison, Ruth Grodeon, Grace
iross, Patricia Hoskins, Norene
ones, Constance Low, Janice Mc'affrey. Barbara Merriam, Jeanette
I'm-rison, Carmen Mullineaux, Heln Ng, Marie Nikolich, Ruth O'Neil,
ois Pearson, Dorothy Anne Peteron, Pond, Judith Queen. Montyne
lensburger, Joy Ruf, Lorelle Stock
ed, Dorothy Trachiotes, Marian
A chert, and John Lewis, and Scott
laaelton, who is now in the serv
es.
Only five old members are left
fom previous semesters. These are
ilisses Helen Boren, Betty Hogan,
net Knutson, and Earlene Waters
nd Samuel Mann.
If any junior college student-who
as been excluded from this list
iel» that he has the necessary rejirements, he should get in touch
ith either Miss Waters or Miss
ogan or inquire at the Junior Colge Registrar's Office.

Fox California
Now Showing
"Lady in the Dark"

ELAINE PETKBSON, Editor

Epsilon
Interprets
UC

•

Spring

Marine Men
Refreshments
on the
campus

'WHERE YOU MEET
EVERYBODY"

Pledge Class
Honoring this semester s pledge
class and following the theme, "A
Journey to a Star," Alpha Theta
Tau held its formal dance last Sat
urday evening from eight-thirty un
til twelve o'clock.
Committees for the function were
the following: General Chairman,
Peggy Reedy; decorations, Peggy
Roth; bids, Jean Lasher; refresh
ments, Marilyn Padula; music. La
Vergne Severin; patrons, Patsi Cur

ian Castle.
The theme "Star Eyes" will be
carried out with the aid of such
songs as "Stairway to the Stars,"
April 12 was ti>e date on which "Stardust." "A Journey to a Star
the marriage of Miss Rose Ann to set the mood of the evening. The
Chatton and Cadet Robert H. walls will be hung with posters and tis.
Patrons and patronesses for the
French was solemnized in a double- sketches of the members and their
evening were Mr. and Mrs. Edward
ring ceremony by Justice of the guests.
Betz, Mrs. A. H. Turner, and Mr.
Peace George Buck in the City Hall
The patron and patroness of the
and
Mrs. James Norton.
The bride wore a pale lemon-yel evening will be Mr. and Mrs. De
The following couples attended
Marcus
Brown,
and
Mrs.
Kathleen
low silk crepe dress figured
in
the dance: Phyllis Wraith, Lt John
black, a black straw picture hat Seagraves is the general supervisor
ny Cramer; Sally Silbaugh, Eden
Mary
Brooks,
the
new
president
and black patent leather accesso
Whiteman; Aimee Arbios, Lt. Henry
ries. A white orchid composed her is General Chairman, and her com
Chick; Betty Holt, Keith Lukens,
mittees include the following: Bids,
corsage bouquet.
Peggy Roth, Dick Stevens; Barbara
Shirley Craw, June Davis; Decora
Rose Ann, the daughter of Mr
tions, Lorraine Thyret, Montine Goodwin, Fred Fry; Mary Anne
and Mrs. N. H. Chatton of Fresno
Ahearne, Frank Hopkins; June Day,
Rensberger, Betty Hanson, Edith
is a graduate of Stockton Junior
Smith, Anita Harris; Refreshments, John McNamara; Jean I-asher, Bob
College and is now a senior stu
Norma Vignolio, Nannette Ham- Whitaman; Betty Ferrari, Carl Luedent at Pacific. Her affiliation on
der; Janice Gosling, Dick Goethals;
blet; Publicity, Flo Strand.
the campus is with Epsilon Lambda
The dance is open to the public, Mary Jane Yardley, A1 Grave, La
Sigma. She is the sister of Lt. Rob
and the bids may be purchased Vergne Severine, Bud Engdahl;
ert Chatton, U.S.N., stationed in
from members or at the door for Vanadeane Carroll, Jim Wilson,
Panama with the Navy Intelligence,
Peggy Reedy, Pat Long; Poon Tutand Lt. Milton Chatton, of the U. S. $1.25.
ton, Ed Coyne; Betty McConnell,
Army Medical Corps stationed in
George Dinnts; Helen Arbios, Fred
Texas.
Klemenok; Janet Morrison, Bob

S.C.A. Retreat Proves
Successful

Pacific Co-op
Entertains

English Courses

Student Debaters

Frolic

Wilson Leaves

Charles A.
Haas

Jewelers

Logan's
DISTINCTIVE
PORTRAITURE

SINCE 1896

Bill Lunt
UNION OIL
PRODUCTS

20 N. San Joaquin

We Specialize

Phone 2-2148
On Pacific Avenue

S.J.C. Catalogue
(Continued from page 1)
feet being white against the dark
blue with an initial extending clear
to the top giving a touch of novelty.
An extraordinary, modern layout
and quite in keeping with the style
in college layout and annual design.
By the Rosensteel Printing Com
pany, Inc., Stockton, Calif.

in
\

Identification

ctlouAe.
Operated by
Associated Women
P
Students
mPloying Student Help

Rose Ann Chatton
Weds Bob French

Tau Gamma will hold its tradi
tional "seasonal" dance Saturday
evening. April 29, from 8:30 until
12 o'clock, at the Knights of Pyth

Dance Honors

The dance is a traditional event
given each semester" in honor of
Wheeler.
Cadet French, the son of Mrs. A.
new pledges and their guests.
M. French of Woodbrldge, is a grad
Peggy Fronefleld, Bill Milhaupt,
uate of Lodi Union High School. He
Maria Dickinson, Mel Evans; Mary
has been stationed at Stockton
Henley, Bob Thompson; Marilu
Field for the past two years and
Stiff muscles, extremely sun Johnson, Bill Spathy; Nancy Bachmore recently at Mather Field in burned faces, ample food, lots of mann, Richard O'Keefe; Viola BurSacramento.
fun, good weather and some inter ris, Bob McKeegan; Helen Graham,
The marriage was not disclosed esting ideas were found at the Re Vic Lagorio; Marilyn Dow, Kenneth
until Monday night, when the bride treat supervised by the S.C.A. last Wright; Betty Manthy, Russell
The Pacific Cooperative House •cut and served her sorority sisters Saturday. Almost forty people were Laurenton; Mary Salbach, Jack
has entertained twice. Dean Wat with a three-tiered white and silver present, with Marion Reith, region Muscow.
son, Misses Marie Allen and Char wedding cake.
al secretary for the Y.W.C.A., as
lotte Spalteholtz were guests at din
the guest of honor. The day was
The honeymoon was spent in the
ner on Thursday night, April 24.
planned largely for discovery of
Santa Cruz mountains and "Bunny"
Miss Dorothy Noonan, Third
ideas, plans and expectations for the
(Continued from page 1)
will rejoin Bob in Cedar City, Utah
Class Petty Officer in the WAVES,
S.C.A. in 1945. and the day was suc
this summer where he is continuing
Olson will teach Literature of De
and Miss Jane Skinner of Epsilon,
cessful. The party went to Dad's
his college training under the Army
mocracy, a course that deals with
were guests at dinner last Tuesday
Point for the event. Members of
Air Corps.
the writings of great men on democ
the board were present, including
night.
Miss Lorraine Knoles, Dr. Latimer, racy.
At the regular summer semester,
Mrs. Goleman, and Dr. Eckert. Beje
Dr. Olson will teach four courses
Walker was chairman for discus
in senior college English. The first
sion periods, while Ruth O'Neil was
(Continued from page 1)
course to be offered is Appreciation
(Continued from page 1)
in charge of the beautiful worship
Knoles. Everyone on campus will will be followed by questions from service. Penny Kurtsweil and My- of Poetry; the second course Is to
be Advanced Grammar, especially
have an evening of fun and enjoy the audience.
rita Fleming supervised the food
designed for those students who
ment at this "Spring Swing Sing."
preparation
for
the
two
meals,
and
Students who will be participat
are working for a secondary or ele
Eleanor Miles is chairman for the
ing in the forum are Misses Doro Jeanne Nance acted as general mentary teaching credential. It cov
S.C.A. part of the occasion, with
thy Gelatt, Pat Corwin, and Mary chairman.
ers the study of grammar, spelling,
Elvira Giorgi. as social chairman
Virginia Pond, and Ashley Rad
punctuation, and other related ma
of the P.S.A., co-chairman. The en
cliffe. Miss Corwin will be moderat
terial. The third course is to be
tertainment will begin at 7:00, and
or.
English 130 or the first half of the
last until 9:30.
Survey of English Literature. The
The program is bein|T put on un
(Continued from page 3)
der the auspices of the Red Cross final orders yet, he plans to spend course runs from Beowulf to the
who presents one every Monday af a few days at home before report end of the 18th century. The last
ternoon for the convalescing sol ing for active duty. His home is in course to be offered this summer by
Dr. Olson is Victorian Literature
diers.
Corning, California.
which will deal with the poetry,
prose, and drama of the 19th cen
tury England.

*
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'Spring Fervor" interpreted by
flower-twined picket fences and ca
vorting lambs, is the theme of the
dance to be given by Epsilon Lamb
da Sigma on Saturday evening,
from eight until twelve o'clock.
The patrons and patronesses will
be Dr. and Mrs. Marc Jantzen, and
Mssrs. and Mesdames Harold Turpin and Kenneth Stocking.
General Chairman of the affair
is Dorothy Emigh and her commit
tee consists of the following: Dec
orations. Verle Goble, Jackie Newcomb, Dot Coleman; Chaperons,
Jean Miller, Jane Skinner; Bids,
Elaine Peterson; Music, Pat Boynton, Elvira Georgi; Refreshments,
Jeanne Hall, Iris Jane Jacobs,'Janet
James, LaVerne Carpenter; Clean
up, the new pledges.

Headquarters
For Navy and

Star Eyes
Tau Gamma
Dance Theme

Bracelets

King's
The Quality
Jeweler
PACIFIC AVENUE

Rose
Pharmacy

Telephone 6-6324

O rsi's
1910 Pacific Ave.

ANYTHING EXCELLENT
IN DRUGS

PASTRY and DELICATESSEN
Always Dslicious
Always Heady
Orsi's Ready-Cooksd Foe s

j

Pacific Avenue

Open Evenings and Sundays

.
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Come and Get It!

Those things must belong to someone. The trouble probably
is that when people lose something on campus, they don t stop
to think that it will, likely as not, turn up in that box at the infor
mation office.
Of course, if a twenty-dollar bill falls unnoticed from the
owner's pocket, it is possible the finder will consider it such an
insignificant article that he will not bother to turn it in, but the
box at present holds a varied collection of things students have
carried around campus. The last check on the box revealed. 1
umbrella, 1 brown coat, 4 slide rules, a four-stone necklace, a
complete biology set, lots of pencils, and about a dozen fountain
pens (at least one Parker); such things aren't to be sneezed at
anytime, and certainly not in war-stripped '44. Moral: no mat
ter what is lost, even if it be the set from a ring on third finger,
left hand, of the love-laden femmes on campus, drop by the in
formation office, roll up your sleeves and dig in. That box has
every thing from diamonds to umbrellas.
Ruth McLemore

Off With the Old

That's Life.. • Chapel
By PEARL STEINER

On February 18th, the Army Spec
ialized Training Program was or
dered slashed and 110,000 out ol
140,000 soldiers who were attending
classes at 222 American colleges and
universities, have shifted back into
line duty.
The instantly bitter and loud re
action of the nation's educators has
not died yet. New England college
alone lost 5,425 students. This
meant that some colleges would be
forced to shut down. But the mere
shutting down of the colleges was
not the only concern, but, rather,
the diminishing of the supply of
suitable officer material
A WAR ON
The Army replied that there was
a war on, that the fellows would be
drafted, put through Basic, and
then carefully selected contingents
would be allowed to continue speci
alized training.
And so the ASTP and the colleges
compromised. The colleges were
kept open to train Engineers, Lin
gual Experts, Personnel Psycholog
ists, and Pre-Medical and other PreProfessionals.
The Basic Phase of the training
was general in nature.. Reading,
writing, speaking, history, geogra
phy, math, etc. Not unlike the usual
freshman year in college. A Janu
ary directive informs those con
cerned that only " a relatively small
number" will be sent on to the Ad
vanced Phase.
THE QUESTION
And so came the great question.
Put to both students and teachers.
What are we here for? The stud
ents didn't know and neither did
the profs.

is that our boys had gone through
the Navy strength test three days
before, and the Callforniacs didn't
(Continued from page 2)
take theirs until the middle' of the
better —why, he hasn't had butt- next week. Those tests leave one
buckets for two whole weeks.
kind of stiff, y' know. . . . Congrats
• « «
are due to the COP swimming team
ETAOENSHRDLU
who did pretty well against Cal a
George Coates shaved again last few weeks ago, the poor boys are
week. . . . Bob Hilson was at the starving for publicity-. ... Ed
COP-Cal track meet last week. He'd Swillo, the boy whom we opened
just finished his training in Nevada, this column with, gets love letters
where he lived like an officer and is written in Polish—one thing about
now on his way to Wellesley. . . . it, his roommates can't read them.
Another explanation far what hap- . . . And, that should fill this slot
rrvH In the track meet at Berkeley for another week.

4th Sunday in Eastertide

11:00

Tuesday 12:55
Subject—"The World ChurchVerse Choir—"Like a Mighty
Moves the Church of GodNarrator—Lelia Ruggieri

Leader—Hollis Hayward
Soloist—Dorothee Law
Organist—Allan Bacon

Off Mike . . .
By ELINOR SIZELOVE
SCHEDULE
Monday—Metronome Melody Time
5:15
Tuesday—Children's Hour .... 5:15
Wednesday—Voice of Darkness
10:00

Thursday—Radio Stage

7:30

Friday—Monodrama
4:15
Saturday—Sports Commentators
3:15

just don't expect those things t
football players.
WHAT? NO RADIOS?
You guys who're in
where the radios are turned 0j i
7:00 ought to make the local I
shop your habitat on
nights. Then you could tun,
blithely and listen to Radio 5^
from there or you could com, w
and be our studio audience! at.
all, Pacific is the only college out
West Coast with an actual cant.
studio, so why not take
of it?
LOOK-

We hate to keep harping on
Alternates
same old subject but the anno®,
Friday—Experimental Theatre 4:15 ments help put a show on the at.
right? And you announcers a
METRONOME MELODIES
make or break a show. Well-,
This show again gets top billing can't say the announcers lately ha.
for being the best show of the week been particularly good. So why it
for technical production and for its brush up a little on your diction,
quality as swell entertainment. In hearse that copy about fifty
fact listening in Monday afternoon, (it won't bite, I assure yon), u
it sounded so professional, we practice a few diction and articii:
thought we must have the wrong tion exercises. It might help
station on!
fact, I'm sure of it.—See you
Friday.
Completion of the Advanced IMPROVEMENT
Phase was no guarantee of perfec
Frankly, we don't see what more
tion or clarification either. For even can be done to make it any better
in engineering, where the largest but producers, Harding and Rugamount of students were trained, geri, are still wringing their hands
the Advanced Phase left the fellows and proclaiming that something
A limited number of C.O.P.sct
wholly unprepared as engineers. must be done to improve it.
arships are available to studu:
They would have completed about
whose scholastic records warrc
a sophomore's work in engineering RADIO STAGE
Last
weeks
drama,
"Telegram
such recognition. In answer to:
school with little or no practical
application of what they had learn From Heaven" rated swell com quiries about the deadline for 4
ed. At the time of the February ment from Marc Brown. And Bill applications, the date is June I F
slash no one seemed to know just Milhaupt got in for his share of the
further information see Mrs. Gro'
where such training could be used. criticism. Bill played *'d' guy from
d' Bronx" to perfection. And you in the president's office.
WHY
The first question asked is why
did such a thing happen? Well,
part of it was the fault of the col
leges and part of it was the fault of
the Army. The inevitable result of
the compromise between the col
leges' desire to give the boys a wellrounded education and the Army's
desire to train technicians and techi
nical corporals and sergeants has
been the chaos now at nand, with
the boys coming out of the colleges
competent neither in the liberal arts
nor in the technical ones.
The reason for the review of the
ASTP that did not work out well
brings us to the final question. Al
though we are not directly concern
ed with the Army program here at
Pacific, we wonder about the Navy
program. Have we learned all there
is to learn from the Army lesson?

Scholarships

Current armwaving is over the new library reserve room
setup. And the pros and cons both make sense.
The recently out-moded system which allowed upper class
men free use of the reserve shelves has a black mark against it
because it seemed to be conducive to not-quite-honest nabbing
when librarians were napping.
No slams intended. No one expected those in charge to car
ry black shillelaghs with them; college-age people are just nat
urally supposed to be endowed with intelligence and the hon
esty that goes with it.
The new procedure does put an automatic restraining influ
ence on would-be "I've got a term paper due tomorrow" ref
erence stealers.
But one feels a little silly having to (figuratively speaking
of course!) punch a time card and show a passport!
The new order may hamper book snatchers, but it also pro
duces a peculiar lethargic effect upon the average student, who
suddenly reverts to the high school trick of reading only what
is assigned. In the old days, it was odd how one would grope
for the Psych shelf, get interested in Econ. and end up perusing
Shakespeare.
Time wasted? No—not when one is learning something.
Suggested solution: Return to something approaching the
old set-up and simultaneously launch a campus-wide campaign
for Ye Olde Honor system. The latter is one thing that is never V-12'S
outmoded. It just needs pointing up now and then. Individuals Students on this campus are un
der the impression that the V-12
forget it—college—and even nations.
program is designed to train deck

Navy

Calendar

WAVES in Action • • • • Storekeepv

officers as well as pre-meds. In the
morning they fall out at 0630, fall
into morning chow formation and
then go to classes. Classes in his
tory, philosophy, and physics. In
some courses the application is clear
in others it is not.
We like these kids who sit in class
with us and we want them to stay
with us, but we also want to be
sure that when they're done here
and leave to go on to a more spec
ialized training that there stay here
will have netted them a worthwhile
background as deck officers as well

as men.

OFFICIAL U. 9. «n.. - ^
Everything in the Navy must be accounted for. It's the job
keepers to keep track of all supplies — from pencils to para
WAVES
at Navy schools,
w a v e s receive special training tfor
o r tthis
n i s work
wor*. <it
"i u g u
iff_ as
__ petty
„
_re
« salary
rolonr of
nf $78
<57ft a
a month,
month. P1U* *4
who qualify
officers
earn a
meals ana
and quarters, or $3.05 a day
mears
aay for
xm subsistence when gov
fariiiti.. are not available. The
tVia girl
orirl in
in the nhoto
Storekeeper,
facilities
photo is a Storekeep
Class, the crossed keys indicating storekeeper and the Single v
meaning third class petty officer.

